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Abstract 

The purpose of this study is to explore the meaning of womanhood in relation to the Swedish fäbod 

culture at the turn of the 20
th
 century. The study is based upon a questionnaire from 1928 and the 

material is collected from the archives at the Nordic Museum in Stockholm and the Institute for 

Language and Folklore in Uppsala. Drawing upon gender and ritual theories, the study intends to gain 

an understanding for what it meant to be a woman of the fäbod by examining how fäbod herdswomen 

were culturally shaped and initiated into women both in relation to their place in the fäbod community 

of herdswomen, but also in respect to the wider community and society of which they were a part of.  

The main conclusion of the study is that the journey into the fäbod woods can be seen as a rite of 

passage where adolescent girls going to the fäbod for the first time were initiated into the fäbod 

community of herdswomen. Womanhood is a cultural phenomenon in which women are culturally 

shaped and initiated into women not only by the codes, conceptions and values of the society at large, 

but also by the stories, customs and traditions of their local communities. The fäbod herdswomen were 

born into the gender power structures of a patriarchal society that sought to shape them into promising 

wives, and they were also women of the fäbod, initiated into the fäbod communitas, a form of female 

counterculture with its very own musical language, customs and traditions, and with its very own 

definitions of womanhood.  
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Introduction 

The year was 1890 in the village of Sjöland, Ångermanland, Sweden. Thirteen year old Anna 

was standing on the threshold between girlhood and womanhood, and the time had come for 

her to follow with her mother to the fäbod for the first time. They left in the evening and the 

men went ahead to clear the path while the herdswomen followed behind them with the 

livestock. The sound of cow bells and herding songs could be heard far and wide as the 

procession of people and livestock headed up the mountains in the midsummer evening light. 

It was a long way to the fäbod, and once they arrived, the men stayed for a night or so to help 

the women settle in, but once the men headed back to the village, the women were left alone.
1
  

In the mountain regions of Sweden and Norway, the fäbod transhumance culture has existed 

since the medieval period.
2
 Herding was primarily women’s work in these areas and 

herdswomen went with the livestock to the fäbod dairy farm for the summer while winter 

crops were grown back home on the farm. There were many different kinds of fäbodar, some 

were close to the village whereas others lay far into the woods or higher up in the mountains. 

Women spent the summer at the fäbod, taking care of the cows, goats and sheep, making 

butter and cheese, and knitting socks for the coming winter. A unique fäbod culture developed 

with its very own music traditions. Birch trumpets, animal horns and the distinctive singing 

technique of kulning was used by herdswomen as a way of herding the livestock, scaring 

away wolves and bears and as a way of communicating over vast distances.
3
 Herding music 

had many practical uses and anyone who has learnt to kula will also know of how incredibly 

empowering it feels to hear the echo of one’s voice in the surrounding landscape.  

Following after the older herdswomen, adolescent girls would learn how to find their way in 

the woods among bears, wolves and vittror, and through singing and kulning, they would be 

initiated into the musical language and traditions of the fäbod community of herdswomen. 

Here, they would learn what it meant to be women of the fäbod. And what kind of women 

were they expected to become? What did it mean to be a woman of the fäbod and what is the 

meaning of womanhood in an environment where women were the norm?  

                                                      
1 E. U. 43089 
2 Lidman, 1963, p. 20 
3 Ivarsdotter, 1986 
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Purpose 

The purpose of this study is to explore the meaning of womanhood in relation to the Swedish 

fäbod culture at the turn of the 20
th

 century. In particular, I aim to gain an understanding for 

what it meant to be a woman of the fäbod by examining how fäbod herdswomen were 

culturally shaped and initiated into women both in relation to their place in the fäbod 

community of herdswomen, but also in respect to the wider community and society of which 

they were a part of. By exploring the meaning of womanhood specifically in relation to the 

fäbod culture, I hope to contribute to the writing and understanding of women’s history with a 

more nuanced perspective and presentation of women’s lives in the rural communities of 

preindustrial Swedish society.  

Questions: What did it mean to be a woman of the fäbod? How were fäbod herdswomen 

culturally shaped into women? How were adolescent girls initiated into the fäbod community 

of herdswomen? What forms of power were available to a woman in her status as a fäbod 

herdswoman? 

Theories and Terminology 

Gender 

The historian Yvonne Hirdman describes gender as a tool for seeing how people are formed 

and form themselves into women and men, and how such formations shape the structures of 

culture and society.
4
 Underlying the cultural construction of gender, and ways in which 

people are formed into men and women, are what Hirdman refers to as the male and female 

stereotypes. These stereotypes are described by Hirdman as cultural stories founded upon the 

concept of the male norm.
5
 The male and female stereotypes are furthermore described as part 

of an underlying gender order that has been culturally inherited in the form of what Hirdman 

refers to as the gender contract.
6
 If society were drawn as a picture of a house, then the 

gender order – in the form of the gender contract – would be the bottom floor.
7
  

The term gender contract can be used to define gender as a form of cultural heritage in which 

both men and women have inherited their share of the contract. It is a way of describing the 

                                                      
4 Hirdman (2001) 2003, p. 11 
5 Ibid, p. 27 
6 Ibid, p. 84 
7 Ibid, p. 98 
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burden which both men and women are forced to carry, writes Hirdman.
8
 The contract holds a 

possibility of negotiation, while at the same time an understanding of the underlying benefits. 

The term can be used to bring together the “structure” and “subject” in an understanding of 

how both men and women hold the gender order in place and play their parts in the continued 

survival of cultural stories about man and woman’s place in the so-called “natural order” of 

the world.
9
 Some stories are so deeply ingrained in our cultural heritage, that they eventually 

appear to be the “natural” way of the world – such as the concept of the male norm.
10

  

The term gender contract is useful in my analysis of how fäbod herdswomen were culturally 

shaped into women both in relation to the gender order of the society at large, but also in 

relation to the particular gender contract of their own inheritance. What did their gender 

contract consist of? What did it mean? And how did it affect their lives? 

Positional Power 

Another aspect of gender, presented by the ethnologist Inger Lövkrona, is the different 

positions of power available to men and women. In the pre-modern Swedish household, 

positions were “defined differently for women and men, for married and unmarried 

individuals, and they gave different access to power,” writes Lövkrona.
11

 The household is 

described by Lövkrona as the basis of social and political order in pre-modern society, and it 

was not a gender-neutral institution where women and men acted under the same conditions 

or had the same amount of influence.
12

 Women and men were given positions based upon 

their gender and civil status, and the position with the greatest power was that of the master of 

the household – the husband and father. Positional power consists both of social power and 

gender power, where social power refers to “the power that men and women had by virtue of 

the patriarchally institutionalized aspect of the position,” and gender power refers to the 

power given by means of the gender order.
13

 Positional power defines power relations not 

only between men and women, but also between men and men and between women and 

women.  

The term positional power has been helpful to my understanding of the gender power 

structures of preindustrial Swedish society and how men and women acted from their 

                                                      
8 Hirdman, (2001) 2003, p. 84 
9 Ibid, p. 84 
10 Ibid, p. 60 
11 Lövkrona, 2002, p. 9 
12 Ibid, p. 8 
13 Ibid, p. 9 
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positions of power. The term is useful in my analysis of the power relations of the fäbod 

culture, both in relation to the women of the fäbod and power relations between the young 

unmarried herdswomen and the older married herdswomen; as well as the power relations 

between women and men, considering the male presence on the fäbod in the form of the 

young unmarried men who visited on certain weekends, as well as the older married farmers 

whose livestock the herdswomen cared for. Furthermore, the term positional power is a key 

aspect in understanding what it meant to be a woman of the fäbod and the forms of power 

available to a woman in her status as a fäbod herdswoman. 

Womanhood 

The purpose of this study is to explore the meaning of womanhood. What then do I mean by 

“womanhood”? With the term womanhood, I am referring to the cultural phenomenon of 

womanhood and what it means to be a woman of a certain place, a certain time and a certain 

culture. Specifically, I aim to learn about the fäbod herdswomen and how they were culturally 

shaped into women. What did it mean to be a woman of the fäbod?  

Time and Space, Transitions and Thresholds 

Time and space are an essential part of all cultures, write ethnologists Billy Ehn and Orvar 

Löfgren, “They organize everyday life in rhythms, transitions and thresholds, and they give 

time and place to activities, relationships and things.”
14

 The cultural analysis of time and 

space is a mapping out of sorts – a process of becoming aware of space, how it is used and 

how lines are drawn between one space from another, as well as becoming aware of the 

movements of time from night to day, winter to summer, and how these movements in time 

are organized and given meaning.  

Another aspect of time and space is how transitions and thresholds are organized and given 

meaning through symbols, rituals and rites of passage. Rites are both expressive and 

instrumental, writes the ethnologist Jonas Frykman, as they are expressive in the way they say 

something of how a society is disposed, and they are instrumental in the way they function in 

the service of social control.
15

 The expressive nature of rituals reveals how people dramatize 

their world views and how such dramatizations affect them.
16

 The concept of time and space 

is relevant to my study in regards to the context of the fäbod as a place where herdswomen 

                                                      
14 Ehn & Löfgren 2001, p. 96 
15 Frykman & Löfgren, 1979, p. 22 
16 Ronström, 2017, p. 237 
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spent a certain length of time and during a certain time of year before returning to the village 

at the end of the summer. In particular, I will analyze the meaning of transitions and 

thresholds in relation to the fäbod culture, and to the way in which herdswomen moved to and 

from the fäbod and how such transitions give meaning to the way in which fäbod herdswomen 

were culturally shaped into women. 

In order to gain an understanding for how adolescent girls were initiated into the fäbod 

community of herdswomen, I will examine how the girl’s first journey into the fäbod woods 

can be seen as a rite of passage. In my use of the term rite of passage, I will draw upon the 

theoretical perspectives of anthropologist Victor Turner, who extended the analytic 

framework of the anthropologist Arnold van Gennep.
17

 Rites of passage are defined by Van 

Gennep as “rites which accompany every change of place, state, social position and age,” and 

he saw all rites of passage or transitions are marked by three phases: first, the phase of 

separation, which implies “symbolic behaviour signifying the detachment of the individual or 

group either from an earlier fixed point in the social structure, from a set of cultural conditions 

(a “state”), or from both. 
18

 The second phase, the liminal period, marks the passenger’s 

journey through a cultural realm that has few or none of the attributes of the past or coming 

state; and the third phase, reincorporation, signifies the completion of the passage and the 

return of the passenger to a stable state.
19

  

In Turner’s analysis of the rite of passage, he developed the term liminality to describe the 

state of in-between that occurs during the liminal period. Liminality derives from the Latin 

limen, meaning “threshold,” and Turner refers to the people of the liminal period as 

“threshold people.” They are neither here nor there, passing through a cultural realm beyond 

the structures of the outside world, in a state likened to being in the womb, to darkness and to 

the wilderness.
20

 In the liminal period, a form of human interrelatedness emerges in what 

Turner refers to as communitas, a sense of community and social connection that is formed 

beyond the hierarchal structures and social ties of the outside community – “communitas 

breaks in through the interstices of structure in liminality.”
21

 The three stages of the rite of 

passage along with the terms liminality and communitas have been useful in structuring my 

analysis of the material and in my understanding of how fäbod herdswomen were culturally 

shaped and initiated into womanhood.  

                                                      
17 Turner, Victor (1969) 1997 
18 Ibid, p. 94 
19 Ibid, p. 95 
20 Ibid, p. 95 
21 Ibid, p. 128 
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Culture 

In this thesis, I will often refer to the “fäbod culture,” but what then do I mean by culture? 

Ethnologists Billy Ehn and Orvar Löfgren describe culture as “the codes, conceptions and 

values that people share (more or less, consciously or unconsciously) and that they 

communicate and process in social interactions.”
22

 Culture is also a reflection of the prevalent 

structures of society, write ethnologists Jonas Frykman and Orvar Löfgren, and culture is used 

to “systematize, explain and legitimize the world the surrounds an individual.”
23

  

With the “fäbod culture” I am referring to the codes, conceptions and values shared by the 

people of the fäbod community and that they communicate and process in social interactions. 

By seeking to understand the ways in which fäbod herdswoman were culturally shaped into 

women, I am referring to culture as a reflection of the world surrounding the herdswomen and 

how they were shaped of it, both in terms of their place on the fäbod but also in respect to the 

wider community and society of which they were a part of.  

Material and Method 

Material 

This study is based upon a questionnaire from 1928 and the material is collected from the 

archives at the Nordic Museum in Stockholm and the Institute for Language and Folklore in 

Uppsala. The questionnaires of the early 20
th

 century are a product of a time period when 

ethnologists and folklorists throughout Europe were on a mission to save what they saw as the 

last remains of the old folk culture.
24

 In Sweden, ethnologists were roaming the countryside 

on foot and bicycle, knocking at doors and questioning people about local customs. Another 

method of documentation was sending questionnaires throughout the country to 

ortsmeddelare – correspondents who represented their local communities and were assigned 

the task of answering the archive’s questionnaires from their own knowledge and by 

questioning people in the area.
25

 The universities, museums and fieldwork expeditions of the 

early 20
th

 century were a primarily male domain, writes the ethnologist Karin Gustavsson.
26

 

Women – with or without a higher education – were employed for “behind the scenes work” 

                                                      
22 Ehn & Löfgren, 2001, p. 9 
23 Frykman & Löfgren, 1979, p. 15 
24 Salomonsson, 2003, p. 90 
25 Hagström & Marander-Eklund, 2005, p. 11 
26 Gustavsson, 2014, p. 60 
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such as editing and proof-reading and the employment of female relatives who were either 

unpaid or paid from the men’s own pockets, was probably quite common.
27

  

Both archives at the Nordic Museum in Stockholm and the Institute for Language and 

Folklore in Uppsala house a vast collection of questionnaires. My study is based upon a 

questionnaire titled “Ulma 12 fäbodväsen” from Uppsala Landsmålsarkiv, with over 300 

answers that are kept at both archives in Stockholm and Uppsala.
28

 The questionnaire Ulma 

12 was sent throughout the fäbod regions of central and northern Sweden in 1928 with the 

ambition of documenting fäbod traditions from as far back in time as possible. Most of the 

answers date from 1928 – 1970. The questionnaire is 20 pages long, very detailed, and begins 

with these instructions: “Keep in mind while handling this questionnaire that the questions do 

not concern current conditions, but rather the fäbod culture as it was in times of old. One 

should especially strive as much as possible to collect information about the fäbod way of life 

and what kinds of words were used regarding the fäbod culture as it was before the big 

changes…” 

In regard to these instructions, the correspondents have in their answers sought to collect 

information about the fäbod culture and way of life as it was before the “big changes” (of the 

industrial revolution). In collecting answers to the questionnaire, the correspondents have 

questioned people in their local community, often elderly men and women born in the 19
th

 

century who could either speak of their own fäbod memories, or who could refer to someone 

in the family who used to be a fäbod herdswoman. Many of the writers are very thorough in 

providing information about the history of the fäbod culture in their parish, as well as 

providing photos, maps and drawings. Some of the answers consist of fieldtrip journals, 

interviews and thesis’s written by researchers and students.  

The actual questionnaire and its answers date mostly from the early 20
th

 century, but the 

stories speak mostly of the 19
th

 century, so how then to define the time period of this study? 

Roughly, the time period stretches from 1850 – 1970, but for the purpose of this study, I have 

decided to highlight the turn of 20
th

 century as significant, as it was this turning of the 

centuries which formed a window of sorts through which the questionnaire respondents 

peered into the 19
th

 century and reflected upon the fäbod summers of old. With this in mind, it 

is fair to say that the writer’s and informant’s memories are not factual sources of 

                                                      
27 Gustavsson, 2014, p. 62 
28 At the Nordic Museum archives, the questionnaire is still called by its original name Ulma 12 whereas at 

the archives in Uppsala the questionnaire is now called T12 although the actual answers are still labelled 

with the old name Ulma 12.  
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information, but stories that have been crafted through a process of selection and in a 

particular context. Stories can also be seen as a part of a person’s identity construction, writes 

the ethnologist Susanne Nylund Skog.29 

There are always ethical problems involved with the handling of people’s narratives, write the 

ethnologists Charlotte Hagström and Carina Sjöholm.30 Reading through questionnaire 

answers, it is difficult to know of the person behind the story and what life situation they were 

in during the time that they wrote or told their story. When handling answers to a 

questionnaire, it is important to take into consideration that the material was often written in a 

private person’s home, and although the material is officially open to the public, it is not 

evident whether the correspondent was fully aware that by corresponding with the archive, 

their answers would be open to the public and used for future research.
31

  

The correspondents and informants who appear on several occasions throughout the thesis 

will be referred to by their first names so that the reader can follow the stories of certain 

individuals. In the case of fieldtrip journals and theses, I will refer to the researchers or 

student’s full names.  

Method  

Much of the material is handwritten and some written by typewriter. Of the handwritten 

material, some dialects and handwriting are considerably difficult to decipher, and in my 

selection I have tried to prioritize the material that was possible to read. Reading through 

questionnaire answers is a long and time-consuming process, and sometimes feels like 

looking for a needle in a haystack. What is the needle I am looking for? And what impact do I 

have in my selection process? I have tried to keep an open and curious mind as much as 

possible to avoid becoming blinded by the ambition of “finding the needle” and collecting a 

certain kind of information. However, a certain amount of focus is essential if one is to 

succeed in orienting oneself among the mass of details. My main focus is to explore the 

meaning of womanhood in relation to the fäbod culture. What did it mean to be a woman of 

the fäbod? What did everyday life look like? Who were the herdswomen and how are they 

described? These are some of the questions I carry with me in my selection process.  

                                                      
29 Nylund Skog, 2005, s. 150 
30 Hagström & Sjöholm, 2017, p. 140 
31 Ingebjørg Fjell, 2005, p. 181 
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“The deeper you want to immerse yourself in a material, the more you must know about the 

society that you’re studying,” writes the ethnologist Rebecca Lennartsson, and in order to 

conduct a cultural analysis of the past, “one must dwell in the context that one seeks to 

study.”
32

 After having read through a vast amount of material from different fäbod regions, I 

have been able to gradually build up a foundation of background knowledge. Even seemingly 

unimportant details about what kind of food was eaten and what kind of shoes were worn 

have been useful in my own relationship with the material and process of becoming 

acquainted with the historical context. By immersing myself in the material, as well as 

building up a background foundation of knowledge, I have attempted to dwell in the cultural 

and historical context of my study to the best of my ability.  

Of all the material that I have read through, only a limited amount will be presented directly 

in this thesis, but I must stress how important the whole process of working with the material 

has been for my understanding of the fäbod culture in all its different variations, painting a 

picture in my mind of the geographical landscape, the people, the atmosphere, sounds and 

smells. My own personal experiences of staying at a fäbod in northern Dalarna, learning to 

kula in the woods of Värmland and the stories that I have heard over the years about fäbod 

herdswomen have also been a valuable source of background knowledge to draw upon in my 

relationship with the material. And despite everything I have learnt thus far, I still only feel as 

though I have reached the tip of the iceberg in fully understanding the lives of the fäbod 

herdswomen. There is much left to learn.  

During and after my visits to the archives, I kept a journal where I wrote about the 

questionnaire, keeping track of significant clues and reoccurring themes, as well as writing 

about my own reflections. To record the material for later use, I took notes and photographs, 

and of the handwritten material that was more difficult to read, I transcribed directly onto my 

computer. Already a note written in a journal is an interpretation, writes the ethnologist Oscar 

Pripp.
33

 The results of this study are a product of my selection and interpretation of the 

material. In the beginning, I hadn’t expected to write about the fäbod as a rite of passage, but 

over time I began to notice a common theme in much of the material. I found that many of the 

herdswomen were adolescent girls when they went to the fäbod for the first time and that their 

first journey to the fäbod can be seen as a test of maturity and rite of passage. The age of the 

                                                      
32 Lennartsson, 2017, p. 53 
33 Pripp, (1999) 2011, p. 65 
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herdswomen has shown to be a significant clue in my understanding of what it meant to be a 

woman of the fäbod.  

A problem with questionnaires is that the documentation method tends to steer people towards 

producing a certain kind of sought-after information.
34

 The questionnaire “Ulma 12” consists 

of a 20-page-long list of questions where the primary ambition seems to have been to confirm 

prior knowledge about the fäbod culture. The question is if I can use such a material, in which 

the original questions are of a completely different nature to my own query? Questionnaires 

do not always succeed in steering people’s answers in the direction they intended and people 

tend to tell their stories the way they want to.
35

 Fortunately, with some time and patience, it is 

possible to find stories of a more personal and spontaneous nature among the many 

questionnaire answers. For example, there are detailed accounts about exactly the way in 

which cheese was made but there are also stories about the symbolic meaning of the cheese 

and how it was used for to enhance one’s status or find a partner – and these are the kinds of 

stories I am most interested in finding – stories that speak not only of how something was 

done or made, but what it meant, how it felt and how it was looked upon. 

A clear limitation with the questionnaire is the lack of context. In some cases, there is a lack 

of basic information about the year in which the material was collected or where the writer’s 

source of information came from. What questions were asked and in what way? What was the 

writer’s own relationship to the subject? The answers vary a lot and some of the writers are 

more thorough in providing details about themselves and how they went about collecting 

stories in their local community. Some provide information about the informants – for 

example, if the informant had been a herdswoman or had heard stories from someone in the 

family. A lot can be learnt by looking behind the words and noticing the way in which 

something is written – for example, in some cases, it is evident that the writer was more 

concerned with collecting materials of a more historical and factual nature, whereas in other 

cases, the writer clearly has a more personal relationship with the subject and appears to be 

interested in the informants as people rather than as sources of information.  

A common critique of qualitative methods is that the results aren’t generalizable, but by 

shifting perspectives and placing the material in a larger context, it is possible to see how 

something seemingly small can have significance in a wider perspective. In that way, the 

                                                      
34 Lilja, 2005, p. 133 
35 Ibid, p. 147 
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stories from a questionnaire can contribute to the collective knowledge about how people 

have lived their lives.36  

Translation 

The material is originally in Swedish which I have translated into English to the best of my 

ability as a bilingual speaker of Swedish and English (having lived many years in both 

Sweden and New Zealand). In the translation process, my intention is to translate the meaning 

of the text as fluently and authentically as possible, and in this process it is not always 

possible to translate a text word for word. Sometimes the structure of a text must be 

rearranged in order to express the essence of the meaning in a correct and fluent way. Some 

words and expressions are unfortunately impossible to translate fully, and in such cases, when 

I have felt that a certain Swedish word or phrase lacks an English equivalent, I have instead 

described the meaning of the Swedish word or phrase in English.  

Literature Review 

The books that have been most helpful to my study in regards to previous research on 

Swedish fäbod culture are Fäbodar (1963) edited by Hans Lidman and Fäbodminnen (1965) 

edited by Hans Lidman and Anders Nyman. Both books were published in collaboration with 

the Nordic Museum and Fäbodkommitten inom Samfundet för Hembygdsvård (Fäbod 

Committee) and are based upon an inventory of fäbod memories that was collected in 1962.
37

 

The book Fäbodar has provided a source of background knowledge about the history, 

material culture and local variations in traditions and customs. The book Fäbodminnen 

(Fäbod Memories) is similar in nature to the material that I have collected from the archives 

and it has been a helpful assistant in tracing certain clues and corresponding themes. 

Research on fäbod herding culture was driven by universities, culture history museums and 

folklore archives until the 1960’s, but when the subject of ethnology in Swedish universities 

changed focus from having traditionally been a study of agrarian history, research on the 

Swedish fäbod culture began to cease.
38

 However, in 1986, the musicologist Anna Ivarsdotter 

published a doctoral dissertation about the herding music traditions of the Swedish fäbod 

culture, The Song in the Forest. Studies of Swedish Herding Music, a study that examines the 

                                                      
36 Hagström & Sjöholm, 2017, p. 151 
37 Lidman & Nyman, 1965, p. 9 
38 Larsson, 2009, p. 57 
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instrumental and vocal music traditions of fäbod herdswomen. In 2009, the historian Jesper 

Larsson published a doctoral thesis about the history of the Swedish fäbod transhumance 

culture, Summer Farms in Sweden 1550 to 1920. An Important Element in North Sweden’s 

Agricultural System, a study that examines how the agrarian economy in the north of Sweden 

developed from the sixteenth century to the beginning of the twentieth century, challenging 

the view of the fäbod summer farms as “ancient” by showing how they were a result of 

changes in society and the agricultural system after the late medieval crisis.  

The archive material that this study is based upon has its origins in the Swedish fieldwork 

expeditions and documentation methods of the first few decades of the 20
th

 century where the 

ambition was to collect and preserve what was presumed to be a disappearing folk culture. 

The doctoral dissertation Expeditions into the Past by ethnologist Karin Gustavsson studies 

the relationship between practical fieldwork and processes of scientific knowledge, looking 

into the everyday lives of the fieldworkers as they travelled throughout the Swedish 

countryside by train and bicycle, documenting villages and buildings with cameras, measuring 

instruments and written descriptions.
39

  

The research by ethnologist Inger Lövkrona has been highly valuable to my study in regards 

to the gender power structures of preindustrial Swedish society. The book “Annika Larsdotter 

barnmörderska: kön, makt och sexualitet i 1700-talets Sverige” (Annika Larsdotter Child 

Murderess: Gender, Power and Sexuality in 18
th

 Century Sweden) follows the story of a 

young woman named Annika Larsdotter who was executed in 1765 at age eighteen, charged 

with the crime of murdering her newborn child. Lövkronas research on infanticide has also 

been translated into English in the article “Gender, Power and Honour: Child Murder in 

Premodern Sweden” which I will also refer to in this thesis. Annika Larsdotter was one of 

thousands of Swedish women who were charged with child murder or abortion in the 

seventeenth, eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
40

 Lövkrona’s study shows how child murder 

was a result of the gender power structures of the patriarchal society and child murder was 

more closely associated with men’s honour than women’s, as men’s honour was a necessary 

condition for the legitimacy of the patriarchy and gender relations.
41

  

The subject of non-marital fertility is also discussed by the ethnologist Jonas Frykman in the 

book Horan i bondesamhället (”Whores in Peasant Society”). The purpose of the study was to 
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trace the cultural and social background to non-marital fertility in 19
th

 century rural Sweden 

and Frykman’s findings showed considerable variations throughout the country both in terms 

of statistics as well as in regards to local customs regarding unmarried mothers and their 

children. He refers to the cultural differences north and south of Limes Norrlandicus, a border 

also referred to as “the fäbod boundary,” as it marks the beginning of the fäbod cultural 

regions in central and northern Sweden. The study suggests that the women living north of 

Limes Norrlandicus weren’t confined to the same fertility ideals as women down south.
42

  

The article “Kvinnfolksgöra – om arbetsdelning i bondesamhället” (Women’s Work – On the 

Division of Labour in Swedish Peasant Society) written by the ethnologist Orvar Löfgren 

challenges the stereotypical view of a rigid sexual division in traditional peasant society. 

Löfgren argues that the definition of male and female work and expertise has varied greatly 

over time, between different regions and classes in preindustrial Swedish society. This article 

has been of particular interest to my study in regards to Löfgren’s discussion about women’s 

work and how peasant women often worked together collectively, forming what Löfgren 

describes as a female counterculture with its very own values and definitions of prestige.
43

 “A 

woman’s identity was not solely confirmed through marriage and in relation to men, but also 

through the community of women,” writes Löfgren.
44

 

Disposition 

The first chapter, Keys of Power, will examine the position of peasant women in preindustrial 

Swedish society. The second chapter, The Passage, will focus upon the journey to the fäbod 

and how it can be seen as a rite of passage in which young herdswomen were initiated into 

womanhood and the community of fäbod herdswomen. The third chapter, The Threshold, will 

focus on the second phase in the rite of passage as expressed through the cultural realm of the 

fäbod and the everyday lives of the fäbod herdswomen, exploring what it meant to be a 

woman of the fäbod and how adolescent girls were initiated into the community of fäbod 

herdswomen. In the final chapter, The Initiation, I will focus on the third phase of the rite of 

passage, marking the completion of the passage and reincorporation of the herdswomen into 

the structures of society. The thesis will conclude with a discussion of the results and main 

conclusions.    
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Keys of Power 

This chapter will examine the position of peasant women in preindustrial Swedish society.    

During the summer of 1820, in Eskilstuna, Sweden, a British baronet and travel writer named 

Arthur de Capell Brooke stopped at an inn, expecting to see “the master of the house.” 

Instead, he was met by a barefooted girl – “with short petticoats, and her hair twisted together  

in the way in which the long tails of the carriage horses of our old English squires used to be 

plaited.”
45

 Later on his travels in Värmland, he was ferried over the lake Värmeln by “two 

girls, assisted by a man.” The girls are described by Mr Brooke as “strong and healthy from 

labour and exercise,” and “were not at all inferior to their companion in rowing.”
46

 In 

Norway, Mr Brooke is met by girls who were “robust and hardy,” and who could become “as 

strong as men,” and reflecting upon these Nordic women, he came to the conclusion that they 

were forced to become strong because of the harsh conditions of their environment.
47

  

Foreign travellers were often surprised by the division of male and female labour in 19
th

 

century Sweden, writes Löfgren, and some upper class men, like Mr Brooke, were fascinated 

by how strong and independent the peasant women appeared to be, whereas others were 

appalled by their “muscular build, rude language and unwomanly behaviour.”
48

 Whether or 

not they were amused or appalled, both reactions share a common factor – first, one of 

surprise, and second, that of likening the women’s strength to that of a man’s. In the travel 

writings of Mr Brooke, he writes that the rower women were not inferior to their male 

companion, and that the girls could become as “strong as men.” Their strength is not 

described as “womanly” but rather as “unwomanly” or “manly,” and although their reactions 

reveal something about the peasant women of preindustrial Swedish society, they reveal 

perhaps even more about the upper class men’s cultural conceptions. A woman is not merely 

born a woman – she is shaped into a woman by the culture and society of which she is born 

into, and she is perceived as “womanly” or “unwomanly” according to the cultural context.  

The upper class men’s descriptions of peasant women also reveal something of the patriarchal 

society’s gender power structures, as it is because of these structures that men were given the 

power which made these very descriptions possible and which has left us with the male 
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version of history that we still have to deal with today. Descriptions about women’s activities 

have often derived from male narratives, writes Lövkrona, and men have often spoken for 

women.
49

 Because of this, women’s own values have almost never been expressed and the 

knowledge we have today about peasant women is too limited to give a comprehensive 

picture of women’s lives.
50

 In order to paint a comprehensive picture of the peasant woman in 

history, one must take into account her place in a patriarchal society and gender order that 

limited her actions and opportunities because of the very fact that she was born a woman. The 

patriarchy has affected the lives of both women and men, and in order to understand how 

women and men were shaped of it, one must also take into account the real consequences of it 

in their everyday lives. In other words, just because there are rules, doesn’t mean they cannot 

be bent or broken, and just because a woman has lived in limiting and oppressing 

circumstances doesn’t mean she won’t try to pursue power by any means possible. 

A popular portrayal of the Nordic peasant woman is that of the “strong farmwoman,” depicted 

holding a keychain as “a symbol for her power over the household.”
51

 The strong farmwoman 

has often been portrayed as a symbol for Nordic women’s independence, writes Lövkrona, but 

what is often forgotten in these portrayals is the origin of her key’s power, as it was only 

through marriage that a woman had status in society and access to power.
52

 The power of a 

farmwoman’s keys came from her role as a married woman and her keys didn’t open the same 

doors available to her brothers.53 In other words, the power of her keys didn’t come from her 

strength or independence as a woman but rather from the positional power available to her in 

her role as a wife, a power given to her by her husband, the master of the household.  

However, despite the patriarchal structure of society there has been what Löfgren describes as 

female countercultures and a woman’s identity was not solely confirmed through marriage 

and in relation to men, but also through the community of women.
54

 Was the community of 

fäbod herdswomen a form of female counterculture? And what kind of power was available to 

women in places, such as the fäbod, where women were the norm? Were they given access to 

other forms of positional power, or were their “keys of power” only given to them through 

marriage, as Lövkrona writes? 
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The Passage 

This chapter will focus on the journey to the fäbod and how it can be seen as a rite of passage 

for adolescent girls going to the fäbod for the first time. I will also discuss the history of the 

fäbod gender culture and social structure of the fäbod community of herdswomen. 

Into the Woods 

It was the night before the 13th of June in Leksand, Dalarna and the cows in the barn were all 

worked up, as if they knew what was about to happen the following morning. “Like my 

mother used to say, it was as if the cows had both a clock and calendar of their own,” writes a 

correspondent from Leksand.
55

 The village of Hensgård in the province of Värmland was a 

flurry of activity on the morning of departure with the cows mooing, bells ringing and the 

sound of the herdswomen’s calls as they herded the livestock into the woods.
56

 

Buföring (verb – to buföra) is the Swedish word for the moving of the livestock to the fäbod 

and the buföring traditions varied a lot throughout the fäbod regions. Often the buföring took 

place in the late spring or early summer, and most common was to buföra a few days before 

or after midsummer.
57

 Some villages had the same day for buföring every year and the local 

farms and villages in the area would cooperate so to avoid colliding with each other. In some 

areas the day of buföring could vary every year according to the weather conditions, and in 

the village of Långå, Hede parish, Härjedalen, “it was always the kärringarna (the old 

women) who decided the day for buföring.”
58

  

Anna, a herdswoman from Sjöland, a village in the province of Ångermanland, was thirteen 

years old when she followed her mother to the fäbod for the first time in 1890.
59

 Fifty-nine 

years later, in 1949, she told her story to Carl-Herman Tillhagen, an ethnologist and folklorist 

employed at the Nordic Museum in Stockholm, who describes her in his notes as “a friendly 

woman with a good sense of humour” and “happy to share her fäbod memories.” A widow 

since 1930, she was married in 1903 to a man who she met one summer on the fäbod.  
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Britta, a herdswoman from Hensgård, a village in the province of Värmland, was fifteen years 

old when she went to the fäbod for the first time in 1883.
60

 Her story was recorded by one of 

the archive’s correspondents in Värmland who responded to the questionnaire in 1948. In 

Bollnäs parish, Hälsingland, it was common for adolescent girls to go to the fäbod and help 

the herdswomen as a way of preparing for after their confirmation when they would be 

regarded as adults and ready to stay at the fäbod on their own.
61

  

Many herdswomen were adolescent girls when they went to the fäbod for the first time. 

Standing on the threshold between girlhood and womanhood, they are what Turner describes 

as “threshold people” – neither there nor here, they have no status or property, and they are 

“betwixt and between the positions assigned and arrayed by law, custom, convention, and 

ceremonial.”
62

 They are in the process of becoming women, a process that is given meaning 

through the gender contract of their cultural inheritance.
63

 One aspect of the gender contract is 

formed by the big stories of society, such as the concept of marriage and the vows taken by a 

husband and wife.
64

 Another aspect of the gender contract is formed by the cultural stories, 

customs and traditions of one’s local community, such as the stories of a herdswoman’s 

inheritance and the tradition of her following in the footsteps of her foremothers on her way to 

the fäbod. These stories give meaning to the concept of womanhood and ways in which 

women are culturally shaped into women. 

The fäbod culture has a rich collection of folklore and many of the questionnaire answers tell 

of local folktales, herding songs and stories about the herdswomen’s adventures in the woods 

and meetings with robbers, bears and wolves. Some of the stories are humorous whereas 

others are gruesome tales of rape and murder, but a common thread in many of the stories is 

the herdswoman’s victory. In one tale, a herdswoman used a boiling hot spoon from the 

cheese pot to defend herself from a “big bearded luffare (hobo),” and in another tale, the 

herdswoman was saved by her fiancé who came riding to her rescue on a horse.
65

 It is easy to 

imagine how such stories were told around the fire during the long winter months. Stories 

change in time as they are handed down over generations and travel by word of mouth; some 

details are forgotten whereas others are exaggerated to make the story more exciting. There 

can be an ounce of truth in such stories about the dangers of robbers in the woods, but it is 
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also pivotal to remember the many educational purposes of storytelling, such as the 

importance of preparing adolescent girls for their first summer on the fäbod. The fäbod 

culture had its own versions of Little Red Riding Hood where the risk of encountering wolves 

in the woods was very real. The purpose may have been to both warn the herdswomen about 

potential dangers but also to empower and assure them that victory is possible and help is 

always close at hand. These are the kinds of stories that form the gender contract of a young 

girl’s cultural inheritance and will accompany her on her first journey to the fäbod.  

In some areas, it was common for farms to send their own daughters, maids or wives to the 

fäbod, but in other areas the herdswomen were employed and paid either with money or 

goods. As part of her employment, the herdswoman was provided with clothes, shoes, food 

for the summer as well as other services according to the local customs.
66

 A herdswoman 

from Bollnäs parish, Hälsingland, could have 6 to 12 cows and between 10 to 30 sheep in her 

care, depending on her skill, and if she had managed her work well then the farmer would 

usually hire her again the next summer and pay her with money, or with a piece of clothing or 

fabric as compensation.”
67

  

It’s easy to romanticize the concept of a life in the wild where women were free to do as they 

pleased, but the independence and freedom presented to a herdswoman during her stay on the 

fäbod also came with a lot of responsibility. It was up to her to care of the livestock, 

protecting them from bears and wolves, and she was also responsible for making butter and 

cheese, mending and sowing clothes, knitting winter garments and many other tasks. The 

livestock belonged to a farmer and by trusting her to take care of his livestock the farmer was 

in fact taking a risk with one of his most valuable possessions. In regards to these 

responsibilities, a young girl’s first journey to the fäbod can be seen as a test of maturity and 

rite of passage.   

The Steering Hand of the Fäbod 

One of the reasons as to why herding was women’s work in the fäbod culture was due to a 

decree issued by the Swedish king in 1686, stating (in Swedish) that “icke några poikar 

uthan heller quinfolk skola brukas till wallhjon” (no boys but rather women should be used 

as herders) because of the “fahrliga och wederstyggeliga Tijdelags syndh” (the dangerous and 
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terrible sin of bestiality).
68

 The decree can also be seen as a compliment to the witch trials of 

the 17
th

 century, writes the musicologist Anna Ivarsdotter in her study of Swedish herding 

music; the attempts to stop bestiality were aimed towards young boys and men, whereas the 

witch trials mostly affected young girls and women.
69

 Interesting to note is that the witches 

were in many cases accused of using magic with animals and were said to have intercourse 

with the horned devil which can also be seen as a form of bestiality. In reality, herding boys 

were still used in many areas, and in the south-western parts of the province of Hälsingland, 

men worked as vallvaktare whose job was to collect firewood, see to the maintenance of the 

buildings and fences, and be of service to the farmers and herdswomen.
70

 The vallvaktare was 

also responsible for protecting the fäbod from predators and for the emergency slaughter of 

injured livestock.
71

 

Caring for livestock was traditionally women’s work in preindustrial Swedish society, along 

with the milking and preparation of milk, butter and cheese. Milking was a taboo area for 

men, writes Löfgren, as it wasn’t only inappropriate for a man to milk – it was shameful.
72

 

Men were rarely even taught how to milk and were consequently reliant on female labour. If 

all the women on a farm were ill then they would have to call in a neighbouring woman to 

help with the milking of the cows. However, the division of male and female labour was not 

quite as rigid as one might assume, and there have been many variations over time and 

throughout the country. The strength of peasant women could be dressed in other cultural 

forms than what we are used to see, writes Löfgren;
73

 and despite the belittling of women’s 

work, peasant men have often expressed (sometimes reluctantly) a “fascination and respect 

for that which women – but not men – could do.”
74

  

The way in which a fäbod was socially organized varied throughout different regions. In some 

cases, the fäbod housed a multi-generational community of women and children. In some 

areas, it was more common for the herdswomen to work on their own, although neighbouring 

herdswomen were always close at hand in the surrounding woods and mountains, and they 

would often meet up while herding their animals, and visit each other throughout the summer. 

It was also common for a group of two or more young herdswoman to live and work together 
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on a fäbodvall, and even if the girls were alone for a time, usually the older married women 

from the village would come and visit for certain occasions (and to check up on the girls). The 

old women of the fäbod are often described as having a particular status within the 

community. 

The way to the fäbod was often long and difficult. The heaviest loads were carried by horse 

and the rest was carried by hand.
75

 In Bollnäs parish, Hälsingland, the journey to the fäbod 

would take place in May or June, and there were many preparations to be made.
76

 During the 

spring as the time for going to the fäbod approached, the animals had to be taken outside to 

graze after the long winter months indoors, so that they would have enough energy to manage 

the long journey. The men would also help with the preparations, writes Husmer, and a man 

from every farm was sent to inspect the path to the fäbod and make any necessary reparations. 

Unless the fäbod had their own vallvaktare, then the men would also see over any reparations 

needing to be made on the fäbod so that everything was in order for the herdswomen’s 

arrival.
77

 

The day of departure marks the beginning of the first phase in the rite of passage where 

adolescent girls will follow in the footsteps of the older herdswomen as they embark on their 

first journey to the fäbod. The first phase in the rite of passage is one of separation, which 

implies “symbolic behaviour signifying the detachment of the individual or group either from 

an earlier fixed point in the social structure, from a set of cultural conditions (a “state”), or 

from both.
78

 As the group ventured into the woods with everything the herdswomen would 

need for the summer – did they also carry with them the social structure of the village? Or 

would a new structure come into play once they arrived at the fäbod? According to a man 

from Boda parish, Dalarna, who first visited the fäbod as a young boy in 1875 – the fäbod was 

a place where “all worries and politics were left at home. Everyone was happy once they 

arrived at the fäbod and we always had such a merry time there.”
79

 If all worries and politics 

were left at home – what else was left at home?  

Once they arrived at the fäbod there was much to be done to prepare for the summer ahead. A 

common tradition in many fäbod communities was for the men to help chop wood before 
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heading home to the village. In Vibyggerå parish, Ångermanland, the men felled trees and 

chopped wood while the women set about cleaning and tidying up inside, putting up a new 

layer of “wallpaper” which consisted of gluing newspapers to the walls.
80

 The men were 

forbidden from going inside while the women were cleaning – their job was to prepare the 

storage of firewood for the summer and “shame on those who organized the wood shed so 

that the herdswomen would have to chop their own wood,” writes Albert from Graninge 

parish, Ångermanland, in the book Fäbodminnen (“Fäbod Memories”) from 1965.
81

 

Upon arriving at the fäbod, the group have entered a female workplace. Here, the women 

were in charge – especially the old women. Albert writes about a woman called “Old Kajsa 

Lisa” who had seen over forty summers on the fäbod. He describes her as “the steering hand 

of the fäbod,” and who “knew everything and was in charge of everything,” and although the 

men would sometimes complain about her, she also had a lot of respect.”
82

 The men’s task of 

felling trees and filling the wood storage for the summer was a way for the men to stake their 

place in a female territory and prove their competence as men. It wasn’t a question of whether 

or not a woman could chop her own wood, or whether or not a man could milk a cow, it was a 

question of the gender contract of their cultural inheritance, consisting of stories about the 

male and female stereotypes which both men and women were expected to live up to.
83

  

A married woman’s social power came from their husbands and masters, writes Lövkrona, 

and her positional power “above all gave her authority over the young, unmarried women.”
84

 

In the case of Old Kajsa Lisa, sometimes this position could be challenged by the younger 

women. One summer no-one asked Old Kajsa Lisa to stay and the younger herdswomen were 

overjoyed,” writes Albert, ”She was to stay for two days to give the girls advice about the best 

grazing areas, but she came into conflict with the young herdswomen and went home early.”
85

 

After filling up the wood storage for the summer and perhaps sleeping over for a night or two, 

the men headed back to the village. Now the herdswomen were left alone.  
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The Threshold 

This chapter will explore what it meant to be a woman of the fäbod and how adolescent girls 

were initiated into the fäbod community of herdswomen.  

Midsummer Magic 

Now the herdswomen have arrived at the fäbod and stepped into what Turner defines as “the 

liminal period.”
86

 Here, the passenger will pass through “a cultural realm that has few or none 

of the attributes of the past or coming state.” Britta from Hensgård, Värmland, writes about 

how happy the herdswomen were to arrive at the fäbod and describing it as “an idyllic 

collection of small huts in the wilderness, surrounded by birch and conifer woods.” 

Midsummer was a most enchanting time – “with the sound of the cuckoo coo-cooing, and the 

spruce trees green and the wonderful scent of the young birch and rowan leaves.”
87

  

In order to step into the herdswomen’s shoes as they pass through the cultural realm of the 

fäbod, one must take into account the significance of time. A farmer’s time was not measured 

by minutes and seconds but by the rhythms of nature.
88

 In many fäbod communities, the time 

for buföring was the week before or after midsummer. Midsummer marks the summer 

solstice, the longest day of the year, and a time when the power of nature was believed to be 

at its most potent.
89

 It was a time of magic, when girls lay seven or nine different kinds of 

flowers under their pillows in the hope of dreaming of their future husbands.  

The magic of midsummer is also heightened by the presence of nature spirits. It was said that 

the vittra moved her livestock to the fäbod early in the spring when the snow-crust still 

remained.
90

 The passage to the fäbod was thereby not only a stepping stone from one place to 

another, but a transition into a different realm where other rules applied. It was of vital 

importance to stay on good terms with the guardian of the woods and the young herdswomen 

were in an especially vulnerable position as folktales tell of how they were at risk of being 

tricked into marriage with a vittra.
91
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A Herdswoman’s Pride 

A day in the life of a fäbod herdswoman began early in the morning. A herdswoman from 

Älvdalen parish, Dalarna, could have in her care 20 to 30 cattle, and she had to be up at latest 

4 o’clock in the morning in order to be finished with the morning milking by 7 o’clock when 

it was time to go with the livestock to the woods.
92

 In Vibyggerå parish, Ångermanland, the 

herdswomen got up at five o’clock every morning and each had 11 – 12 cows to milk.
93

  

Anna, a herdswoman from Sjöland, a village in Vibyggerå parish, Ångermanland, tells of how 

the cows were set free to graze in the woods and usually returned to the fäbod at around five 

in the afternoon. Usually the cows came home of their own accord but sometimes the 

herdswomen had to go calling after them, especially in the autumn. The herdswomen would 

sing songs while looking for the cows in the woods: “Love songs and all sorts. Actually we 

were singing all the time. Everyone sang in those days, even the boys.” After milking the 

cows and letting them out into the woods, the women began preparing the milk, making butter 

and cheese. They stopped for a coffee break twice a day, first at 11 and later at 3.30 in the 

afternoon, sitting outside under a big spruce tree. There were always sowing and knitting 

projects to tend to as well, “mending men’s shirts, knitting socks and all kinds of other things. 

And in the old days, the women spun yarn on the fäbod.”
94

 

In Bollnäs parish, Hälsingland, the cows were milked at five o’clock in the morning and then 

let outside to wait while the herdswoman took care of the milk (storing it somewhere cold).
95

 

After feeding the calves, she herded the livestock into the woods, bringing both her sowing 

and knitting with her. At eleven o’clock, if she had found a good place for the animals to 

graze, then she could head back to the fäbod to take care of her other tasks, making butter, 

cheese and messmör (whey cheese). The cows usually returned at around six in the evening 

and then it was time to milk the cows again and the herdswoman had new milk to take care of 

which could take the whole evening.”
 96

  

From early morning to late evening, a herdswoman was never without things to do. Even in a 

moment’s rest she would grab her knitting needles and many of the questionnaire answers tell 

of how the herdswomen worked on their handicraft projects while walking. On the fäbod, 

adolescent girls were initiated into the particular skills required of a herdswoman and by 
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learning and mastering these skills women were given access to a school of knowledge that 

was off limits to men. The gender culture of male and female labour in Swedish peasant 

society restricted the movements of men and women in different ways. A man who performed 

a female task risked losing his prestige and masculinity, whereas a woman who took on a 

man’s work was often seen as a competent and promising wife.
97

 There is a strange 

contradiction in the belittling of women’s work, as although women’s work was seen as less 

valuable than men’s work, men have also shown a respect for that which women (but not 

men) could do, and there has been a strong sense of pride within the female communities 

which was based upon the knowledge that they mastered a uniquely female school of 

expertise.
98

 

“Looking back, I find it hard to understand how we put up with so much work, but we were 

young and happy back then, and above all, light on our feet,” says Britta, a herdswoman from 

Hensgård, Värmland. “The herdswomen never complained and folk in the village said that the 

herdswomen must have had a jolly good time but we didn’t always find it so, but we were too 

proud to complain.”
99

 There is a strong sense of pride among the herdswomen in Britta’s story 

and who are also described as proud cheese-makers:  

The women were eager to get as many and big cheeses as possible. They 

received praise from people visiting the säter. The cheese shelf was every 

herdswoman’s pride. She who had the biggest and most well-kept cheese shelf 

had great chances of marrying a nämndemansson (son of a lay judge) or some 

other fine example of a boy.
100

 

Preparing for marriage was one aspect of how the fäbod herdswomen were culturally shaped 

into women and the exact way in which this preparation was undertaken could vary 

throughout different communities, but a common factor in many of the stories about the 

everyday lives of fäbod herdswomen, was the significance of a herdswoman’s skills not only 

during her stay on the fäbod but in preparation for her journey home to the village and future 

role as a wife. Some of the herdswomen were already engaged whereas others were still in the 

pursuit of finding a suitable match, and the cheese shelf was one of the ways in which 

herdswomen tried to find a “fine example of a boy.”
101
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Communitas 

It was common for herdswomen to work together and take turns herding each other’s 

livestock. The herdswomen from Bollnäs parish, Hälsingland, made the work more enjoyable 

by gathering in the evenings and working together.
102

 The herdswomen from Hensgård, 

Värmland, gathered around the fire in the evenings, drinking coffee and singing songs – “oh 

and we sang one song after another until late into the night!”
103

  

The fäbod community of herdswomen can be seen as an expression of what Turner refers to 

as communitas – a form of human interrelatedness that emerges in the liminal period.
104

 It is a 

community formed through the social bonds and shared experiences of women as they pass 

through the cultural realm of the fäbod. This community of women can also be seen as a form 

of what Löfgren refers to as the female countercultures of preindustrial Swedish society.
105

 

There was not only a strong sense of pride in the fäbod community of herdswomen but also a 

strong bond of friendship. The herdswomen from Hensgård “always had so much fun when 

they came together,” says Britta.
106

  

In Bollnäs parish, Hälsingland, if a herdswoman knew that there were other herdswomen 

nearby, she would usually herd the animals in that direction so that she got the chance to meet 

the neighbouring herdswomen in the area. “They used their horns to signal to each other in the 

woods,” writes Husmer, “and they also used their own voices to communicate with 

kulning.”
107

 The herdswomen had different melodies and songs for different purposes and so 

they could communicate with each other despite far distances.  

The musical language of the fäbod culture was an important part of a herdswoman’s 

repertoire of skills, as well as a part of young herdswoman’s initiation into the fäbod 

communitas. A herdswoman’s expertise was an expression of pride and status but she also had 

to watch her steps and stay within the boundaries of what was considered good enough. In 

Bollnäs parish, Hälsingland, a herdswoman who was more fortunate than others could 

provoke jealousy and sometimes such jealousy could cause rumours to spread that she was a 

witch.
108

 Becoming a woman of the fäbod was not only about learning to be a good 

herdswoman and promising wife, it was about becoming a good enough woman, a woman 
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who was good enough to be included in the community of fäbod herdswomen, and a woman 

who was good enough to be respected without drawing too much attention to herself. These 

rules were a part of her gender contract – a cultural inheritance from a time when being called 

a witch could have dire consequences. The worst of the Swedish witch trials took place in 

1668 – 1676, an eight year time period in which 300 people lost their lives, most of them 

women, and the fäbod provinces were some of the worst affected areas in the country.
109

 

Motherhood 

Sometimes children were born on the fäbod. In Älvdalen parish, Dalarna, the newborns were 

given a “big wooden bowl as a first cradle,” writes a retired teacher who responded to the 

questionnaire in 1930.
110

 Not all newborns were welcome however. Lena Husmer, an 

ethnology student who responded to the questionnaire in 1960, wrote about the fäbod 

traditions in Bollnäs parish, Hälsingland. “It happened every so often that unmarried women 

gave birth on the fäbod, killing the newborns because they couldn’t take care of them and out 

of fear for the village’s judgement,” writes Husmer. The newborns were buried under a rock 

in the woods from which the mother constantly heard the sound of a baby crying and 

sometimes drove her to insanity or suicide. “In those cases, folk said it was the ghost of the 

child who killed the mother for revenge.”
111

   

From the sixteenth century until well into the nineteenth century, thousands of young Swedish 

women were charged with child murder or abortion and many of these women were sentenced 

to death.
112

 In much of Western Europe, infanticide was considered one of the greatest social 

problems of the time. Previous research on infanticide has often considered the crime to be a 

result of the unmarried mother’s shame and loss of honour, writes Lövkrona, but what is often 

overlooked is the fact that it takes both a man and a woman to produce a child, and the sexual 

act preceding child murder took place in a patriarchal society where women were subordinate 

to men, with less power and lower status.
113

 It was a society where women were put to blame. 

Unmarried mothers were often publically shamed, outcast from the community, forbidden 

from entering people’s homes and forced to wear their shame for all to see in the form of a 

horluva “whore cap.”
114

 “The garment was to be worn in public,” writes Frykman, “and it was 
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especially important that the whore marked her shame during the weekly visit to the 

church.”
115

 

The gender power structures of the patriarchal society gave men the positional power to 

exploit women and avoid responsibility for their actions, and the culture supported these 

power structures through the expression of erotic folklore where masculinity was portrayed in 

terms of seduction and the right to take what he wants even against a woman’s will.
116

 

Lövkrona argues that child murder was more closely associated with men’s honour than 

women’s, as men’s honour was a necessary condition for the legitimacy of the patriarchy and 

gender relations.
117

 Married women controlled the younger unmarried women and defended 

their husbands because they were dependent upon the power given to them from men. Both 

men and women acted from their positions of power.  

Stina, a woman from Myssjö parish, Jämtland, wrote about a newborn child who was saved 

from death at the last minute: 

 A young woman was with child. She tried to hide her misfortune for as long as 

possible but eventually had to confess for the other herdswoman. The child was born 

and the young mother didn’t want to see it, but tried to convince her friend to go and 

drown it. But her friend wished to save the child and didn’t know what to do. 

Eventually she pretended to go along with the mother’s wish. She said: I will do as 

you ask and kill the child, but first you must hold it in your arms and read a prayer 

over it, because otherwise I won’t do it. The mother took the child and did as her 

friend asked but then the hardness melted within her and she felt love for the little one. 

The child was saved.
118

  

Becoming a mother meant to become a mother in the right circumstances. One can only 

assume that the young mother from Jämtland was unmarried for why else would she consider 

killing her own child? The mother was already in a vulnerable position as a young unmarried 

woman, but now in her new position as an unmarried mother she was not only vulnerable but 

also responsible for a child at risk of not being accepted by the society.  

That children were born on the fäbod is hardly surprising considering how the fäbod was a 

popular attraction for the village boys. On their way up, the boys in Bollnäs parish would 
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break off a branch of spruce to leave at every fork in the path, as that way the other boys 

could follow the path more easily and see how many other boys had been there before them. 

The boy’s visits were a part of a custom that was especially common in the fäbod cultural 

regions, known in Swedish as“nattfrierier” (“night proposals”), where boys collectively 

courted girls during the night. The custom typically involved the boys seeking out girls in the 

village or neighbouring villages, going from house to house and leaving one boy for every girl 

they met along the way. The boy and girl would lie in bed together with their clothes on, 

eating sweets and taking a swig of the brännvin bottle tucked into the corner of the bed.
119

 

The freedom of the night proposals came with a responsibility that involved marriage in the 

case of a girl falling pregnant. There were strict rules in place and those who broke the rules 

were punished.
120

 

In his study of the cultural and social background to non-marital fertility in 19
th

 century rural 

Sweden, Frykman found considerable variations throughout the country both in terms of 

statistics as well as in regards to local customs regarding unmarried mothers and their 

children. At the beginning of the 19
th

 century, the frequency of births was lowest in Götaland 

and north of Limes Norrlandicus,
121

 but a hundred years later the non-marital fertility rates 

were highest in the northern regions.
122

 The village boys were not the only ones to visit the 

fäbod herdswomen. With the industrial revolution, the forest industries in the northern parts of 

Sweden were expanding and during the period 1860 – 1910 the population of northern 

Sweden grew from 400,000 to almost 1 million.
123

 A woman’s role in the northern parts of 

Sweden wasn’t solely confined to the ideal of fertility, writes Frykman, and towards the end 

of the 19 the century, “incoming forest labourers met local girls who were brought up to some 

degree of freedom with regard to sexual relations.”
124

  

One can only speculate as to the identity of the child’s father in the story from Jämtland – was 

he a boy from the village, or a travelling forest labourer? And what kind of future awaited the 

mother and child? Fortunately, the herdswoman was not alone, for she was a part of a 

community of herdswomen and protected by the bonds of friendship formed in the fäbod 

communitas, and the story shows how women helped and supported each other. 
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The Initiation 

This chapter will explore the final stage in the rite of passage – the third phase – which marks 

the completion of the passage and reincorporation of the ritual subject – the herdswoman – 

into the community (of the village) and the structures of society. The initiation will be fully 

complete once the herdswomen return to the village and pass through the portal of symbolic 

and ritual customs that accompany their return according to the traditions of their local 

community. However, the process will begin within the cultural realm of the fäbod.  

Lifting the Veil 

As discussed in the previous chapters, the fäbod culture varied a lot throughout different 

regions and communities. In some cases, the herdswomen spent the whole summer on the 

fäbod, deep in the woods or higher up in the mountains, isolated from the outside world. In 

other cases, the herdswomen returned to the village during the summer for certain occasions, 

such as in the province of Hälsingland, where the herdswomen came down to the village to go 

to church for Sunday Mass in the beginning of august.
125

 

However faraway the fäbod was from the outside community, the herdswomen were not 

completely isolated. In some areas, a man would come from the village every once and awhile 

to collect milk products, such as in Arbrå parish, Hälsingland, where a klövkarl came every 

second week both to collect products and to bring some food for the herdswoman who in 

return would have two or three garments finished for him to bring back to the village.
126

  

On certain weekends and for special occasions, the herdswomen received visitors from the 

village. When boys came to visit, there would be dancing, singing and games late into the 

night, and the boys would often sleep over for a night or two. There are many stories among 

the questionnaire answers about the fäbod youth gatherings told from both girl’s and boy’s 

perspectives. A common thread in the stories is an element of timelessness. The Nordic 

midsummer light merges day and night into one, especially the further north you go in the 

country. They would dance and sing late into the night, and sometimes the party continued for 

days in an ongoing course of dining, dancing and games. The sense of timelessness can also 

be seen as an expression of liminality, described by Turner as a state likened to being in the 
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womb, to darkness and to the wilderness.
127

 There is an element of communitas in the social 

connections formed during the fäbod youth gatherings and in the romantic bonds formed 

between the girls and boys.  

On a fäbod in Dalarna, the following was carved onto one of the bedsteads:
128

  

Här bland nöjen utan tingen, njötos kärlekens behag, och vad vi gjorde det vet 

ingen, utom sängen hon och jag 

(Translation) Here among the pleasures of things, the pleasure of love was 

enjoyed, and what we did no one knows, except for the bed her and me 

In the state of liminality, there is a sense of inhabiting a realm that lies beyond the structures 

of society. The bedside carving speaks of how certain things “stay here” and remain hidden 

under the veil of liminality. However, as discussed in the previous chapter, the custom of 

“nightly proposals” involved strict rules and customs, and the youth gatherings also express 

an element of reincorporation into the structures of society. 

A correspondent from Gnarp parish, Hälsingland, responded to the questionnaire in 1933.
129

 

Young people and musicians came to visit on certain weekends. “The place was decorated 

and when the guests arrived they were welcomed with a taste of what the fäbod had to offer at 

the time.” They danced late into the night – dancing barefoot so as to not wear out their 

weekend shoes. The next day the festivities continued with games and a tradition that 

involved the young herdswomen spending their first summer on the fäbod. First, they were to 

submerge themselves in the nearby river with their clothes still on and then they were given a 

mjölktråg (a wooden bowl used to store milk). 

This custom is an example of how the adolescent girls spending their first summer on the 

fäbod were initiated the fäbod community of herdswomen. The completion of the initiation is 

symbolized by the mjölktråg that she is given, but in order to receive this token of her 

“graduation,” she must first submerge herself in the river to the amusement of the older 

herdswomen and guests. This can be seen as a symbolic gesture of submission in her position 

as a “threshold person” with no status or property.
130

 After submerging herself in the river, 

she is presented with a gift symbolic of her new status and property.  
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Otto, a folk musician born 1887 from Vibyggerå parish, Ångermanland, was interviewed by 

the ethnologist and folklorist Carl-Herman Tillhagen in 1949.
131

 As a young lad, Otto would 

go with seven or eight other boys to the “big weekend” when young people gathered on the 

fäbod. Folk from other villages would come as well, says Otto, and everyone slept over on the 

Sunday night. Otto refers to the herdswomen as “our girls” in his story: 

One time our girls went to bed with other boys (from another village), and those were 

good girls! You know, we had to go in there to clean them of the filth. We got out a 

washing tub and washed their hands and faces. Stroked them around the mouth with a 

feather. But two of the girls shut themselves in kokhuset (cooking house). They didn’t 

want to be rid of the filth.
132

 

The boys tried to climb down the chimney but the girls had lit a fire. So they boys tried 

instead to climb through the window, but the girls had moved in to the next bod (bothy). 

Eventually, “of course the girls were captured and cleaned,” says Otto. “We put both of them 

in the tub and read förbannelsen (the curse) over the water. We had to get rid of the filth.” 

Otto finishes the story by saying, “we certainly had a lot of fun!”
133

 

Firstly, what does Otto mean by “our girls”? Perhaps the girls that Otto is referring to came 

from the same village as Otto and normally it was custom for them to sleep next to the boys 

from their own village? What is evident is that the girls seemed to have overstepped a 

boundary of some sort by sleeping next to “the other boys.” Those were good girls – says 

Otto, but what exactly does he mean by “good girls” and “filth”? One can only speculate as to 

what really took place when the girls went to bed with “the other boys.” The custom of 

nightly proposals common in the fäbod culture traditionally involved the boys and girls lying 

in bed next to each other with their clothes on and there were punishments in place for those 

caught breaking the rules. In regards to the term filth, one could say that following the rules is 

considered “clean” whereas breaking the rules is considered “unclean.” 

However far the girls may have overstepped the boundary, the story implies that they could 

still be restored to a state of purity. The way in which the young lads captured the girls and 

forced them into the tub speaks of their positional power as young unmarried men. “The 

unmarried man’s social power was relatively insignificant, but unlike the unmarried woman, 

he had access to gender power by being a man in a hierarchical gender order,” writes 
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Lövkrona.
134

 Both the adolescent girls and boys in the story are in a process of becoming 

adults and preparing for marriage. For the boys, this implies claiming the positional power 

available to them as men, and for the girls, it implies submitting to the positional power 

available to them by virtue of their future husbands. By capturing the girls and forcing them 

into the tub, the boys are attempting to lift the veil of liminality and carry the girls over the 

threshold into the structures of society, much like the scene of a newlywed couple where the 

husband lifts the bride’s veil and carries his new wife over the threshold into their home.  

The unmarried woman may not have access to gender power, but on the fäbod she had access 

to a different kind of power off limits to men. It was a power symbolic of her status as a fäbod 

herdswoman. Is it because of this power that the girls in the story refused to submit to the 

boy’s without a fight? Here, we only have Otto’s version of the story, and who ends it with 

saying they “had a lot of fun.” How were the girls “captured” in the end? In what way did the 

boys force them into the tub and read a curse over them? Was it really all fun and games? 

Perhaps the girls simply weren’t ready to “lift the veil” and let go of the symbolic power 

available to them by virtue of the fäbod communtias. However, whether or not they were 

ready for it, soon the time would come for them to return to the village.  

Returning to the Village 

Upon their return to the village, the herdswomen from Refsund parish, Jämtland, would be 

“served a special feast and treated like guests” writes Per, a correspondent who responded to 

the questionnaire in 1934.
135

 The custom of treating the herdswomen like guests upon their 

return to the village is symbolic of the herdswomen’s status after having passed through the 

cultural realm of the liminal period. They are not the same women who left the village in the 

beginning of the summer and there is a sense of mutual understanding among the 

herdswomen formed through the bond of communitas.  

The herdswomen in Bollnäs parish, Hälsingland, were well received upon their return. “They 

were treated to coffee and biscuits and got a lift to church on Sunday,” writes Husmer.
136

 

Later in the autumn, the herdswomen would return the kindness by inviting the farmer’s 

wives over for coffee. In Älvdalen parish, Dalarna, it was a Christmas tradition for the 

herdswomen to visit every household whose livestock they had cared for on the fäbod. It was 
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a great honour for a herdswoman to get a ride to church with the farmer’s family.
137

 A 

common tradition in many fäbod communities was for the young herdswomen to give away 

special “small cheeses” (“lillost”) to the boys in the village. “On the first Sunday after their 

return, the herdswomen were to go to church and bring with them special small cheeses to 

give away to the boys that were their favourites,” writes Per from Jämtland.
138

 In Dalarna, the 

boys would drag the girls around the village on a cart if they were refused cheese.
139

 

A story from Dalby parish, Värmland, in the book Fäbodminnen (“Fäbod Memories”) tells of 

how the herdswomen, upon their return to the village, would immediately redress in clean 

clothes and go to see the farmer’s wife. The farmer’s wife welcomed the herdswoman with 

the best food the house had to offer and the herdswoman presented all the butter and cheese 

she had made and all the knitting and sowing projects she had finished on the fäbod. They 

also saw over all the livestock that the herdswoman had cared for during the summer. If the 

farmwife was content with the herdswoman’s work then she would show her appreciation.
140

 

There are many examples in the questionnaire answers of symbolic gestures and customs 

surrounding the herdswomen’s return to the village. A common tradition in many fäbod 

communities was for the herdswomen to go to church on the first Sunday after their return. 

Many informants speak about the tradition of the herdswomen giving away cheese to the 

boys, but in Bollnäs parish, Hälsingland, it was the boys who had presents for their 

sweethearts – “Often handicrafts such as a cloth for the girls were to decorate themselves, a 

beautifully painted reed (for weaving) or a hairclip.”
141

   

A common thread in the stories is the recognition of the herdswomen’s status and the sense of 

honour in being recognized by the village community. The herdswomen were not only 

women of the village – they were women of the fäbod – and having been initiated into the 

fäbod communitas, the herdswomen were given access to a female counterculture with its 

very own musical language, customs and traditions. A fäbod herdswoman’s keys of power 

were symbolic of her status as a woman of the fäbod and they also served as a ticket of 

passage to the summer fäbod, as well as a place around the fire where the herdswomen 

gathered during the winter to – “spin yarn, drink coffee and tell fäbod stories.”
142
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Discussion 

The purpose of this study is to explore the meaning of womanhood in relation to the Swedish 

fäbod culture at the turn of the 20
th

 century. In order to understand what it meant to be a 

woman of the fäbod, I have examined how the fäbod herdswomen were culturally shaped and 

initiated into women both in relation to their place in the fäbod community of herdswomen, 

but also in respect to the wider community and society of which they were a part of.  

The archive material can only give a glimpse into the lives of the fäbod herdswomen during 

the turn of the 20
th

 century. I cannot possibly speak for the lives and experiences of all 

herdswomen throughout all the various fäbod regions. The question “What did it mean to be a 

woman of the fäbod?” probably has as many answers as there are fäbod herdswomen. 

However, the material certainly does say something about what it meant to be a woman of the 

fäbod and the main conclusion of this study is that the journey into the fäbod woods can be 

seen as a rite of passage for adolescent girls going to the fäbod for the first time. The 

adolescent girls are what Turner refers to as “threshold people” – in a state of liminality, in-

between girlhood and womanhood, and in the process of becoming women. By following in 

the footsteps of their foremothers and learning from the older herdswomen all the skills 

necessary to become competent, responsible and respectable herdswomen, they were 

culturally shaped into women and initiated into the fäbod communitas of herdswomen.   

Womanhood is a cultural phenomenon in which women are culturally shaped and initiated 

into women not only by the codes, conceptions and values of the society at large, but also by 

the stories, customs and traditions of their local communities. The fäbod herdswomen were 

born into the gender power structures of a patriarchal society that sought to shape them into 

promising wives, and they were also women of the fäbod, initiated into the fäbod communitas, 

a form of female counterculture with its very own musical language, customs and traditions, 

and with its very own definitions of womanhood. For the adolescent girls going to the fäbod 

for the first time, becoming a woman was not only about learning to be a good herdswoman 

and promising wife, it was about becoming a good enough woman, a woman who was good 

enough to be included in the community of fäbod herdswomen, a woman who was good 

enough to be respected without drawing too much attention to herself and a woman who 

became a mother in the right circumstances.  
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Despite whatever freedom a herdswoman might have enjoyed during her stay on the fäbod, 

she was still a woman born of a culture which sought to shape her into a certain kind of 

woman and born of a society where stepping out of line could have dire consequences. Not 

only did she have to orientate herself among the rules of society, she also had to watch her 

steps to stay in line with the rules of the fäbod communitas (in relation to other women) as 

well as the rules of the night proposals (in relation to the young men). If a herdswoman was 

successful in following the rules of her gender contract and playing the part not only of a good 

woman but a good enough woman, then she would win the respect of the community upon her 

return to the village and be granted a place among the herdswomen of the fäbod communitas 

when they gathered during the winter with their spinning wheels and fäbod stories. A 

woman’s keys of power may not have opened the same doors available to her brothers, but in 

regards to the forms of power available to a woman in her status as a woman of the fäbod, it 

could be said that a fäbod herdswoman’s keys of power opened doors that were off limits to 

her brothers, providing access to a female counterculture with its own customs and traditions. 

For future research, there is much left to learn about the women of the fäbod and the female 

countercultures of preindustrial society. New findings on the subject can certainly be found by 

approaching the subject from different theoretical perspectives and methods. The archives 

also house a vast collection of photographs that could be used for further research. What 

would a close study of photographs reveal about the fäbod culture? And what other stories are 

gathering dust among the archive’s collections? While reading the questionnaire answers, I 

was eager to visit some of the places that I was reading about and actually seeing with my 

own eyes the objects that were used, the clothes and shoes that were worn, and interviewing 

people today who might be able to speak about their own memories or stories in the family.  

I am also curious to learn more about the Sámi presence in the fäbod cultural regions. The 

questionnaire has shown some examples, such as in Jämtland where the herdswomen were 

said to bake a special kind of bread for Sámi guests.
143

 In the book Fäbodminnen, (“Fäbod 

Memories”) a story from Åsele parish, Lapland, tells of how the herdswomen were sometimes 

given a gift in the form of a guksi (drinking cup carved from a birch burl) from “friendly and 

good-looking Sámi boys.”
144

 The Sámi presence is often overlooked in discussions about 

Nordic history and culture, and there is much left to learn about the cultural exchanges 

between Swedish and Sámi people. 
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